GABA receptors: are cellular differences reflected in function?
The putative involvement of GABAA and GABAB receptors in various behavioral and physiological effects is summarized in Table III. A division of function among the two types of GABA receptors appears to exist. GABAA receptors mediate feeding, cardiovascular regulation, anxiolytic effects, and anticonvulsive activity. GABAB receptors, on the other hand, are involved in analgesia, cardiovascular regulation, and depression. Although there is some overlap and shared functions among the receptor types, it is evident that GABAA and GABAB receptors have different behavioral and physiological profiles. Feeding, anticonvulsive activity and anxiety, for example, primarily involve GABAA receptors. Analgesia and depression, on the other hand, are GABAB effects. In those cases where GABAA and GABAB receptors mediate similar functions (e.g. cardiovascular regulation), they do so by affecting different transmitter systems and cellular mechanisms. It is proposed, therefore, that GABAA and GABAB receptors differ not only at the cellular level, but that they also have different functions in the mammalian central nervous system. The association of different subtypes of a receptor with different functions and mechanisms of action is not unique to the GABA system. D1 and D2 receptors in the dopamine system, for example, also exhibit some separation of function as do the mu, delta and kappa types of opiate receptors. Different subtypes of neurotransmitter receptors, therefore, appear to be a general organizing principle used by the brain to transduce chemical signals into different functional responses. A better understanding of the exact processes through which cellular signals are transformed into functional responses is a goal of future research.